NATIONAL FRAMEWORK

It increases. How to extend guidelines, models to aging persons/practical actions. Providing sets (1) UN resolutions & recommendations, EU directive, (2) national implementations, (3) guidelines for extension, and (4) case studies.

CHALLENGES

a) Development Prospect: SD innovation force lift
b) Justice quest: Respect for all rights/holders of rights
c) Leaving Nobody Behind: Technology, money, knowledge
d) Increasing old age pensions: Training and descent rights
e) People powers: Duty right to protect, respect and enforce individual rights

KEY ISSUES

a) In France, "public libraries were against theaters". Outcome: "Training accessibility to all". Therefore, "unfairness and struggles of aged persons". However, older autonomous persons (62 years) can re-treat profession/personal lives.

b) Tradition & innovation.

Sub-issues:
- imposing an obligation on our-self
- freedom to choose a training
- contractual agreement
- traceability
- ethics

ACCOUNTABILITY

None Judiciary remedies (good training – and actions): Practical actions, in bringing "best out of peoples", improving grow models, serving client specific needs.

Judiciary remedies:

- **National mediator (J. Toubon):** Governmental magistrate, reduction of (complex) social-economic discrimination & unfairness, high moral & ethics, decision making and impunity.

- **Tribunals:** TGI court claims (private) and administrative (public), for historical court decisions (Blanco, Eloka), justices were separated (people, assets). Today, hybrid public/private regulations (partnerships)
STEPS TAKEN

**Business Management:** Statistics, behavioral, languages, diversity, business and human rights, high output influences...

**STUDIES AND DATA**

1- **Historical data:**

"A. Malraux, promotes the theater and collections…for learning tools" *(France Parliamentary Assembly)*

2- **INSEE reports:**

"Youths receive highest training hours, but they cannot choose the learning. Seniors/experts in workplaces are free to choose their training and aging person have none"

3- **Firm leverage:**

Rob Gros, CEO, Founder of a chemical Chemical Intelligence, Business Newspaper *(FT, "hand in glove with science"), explained "how entrepreneurs leveraged training, with PhD staffs.*

4- **Social-economic interactions:**

a) Mr Alain X, son of a rural guerrilla band of French Resistance fighters played a role, allowing to report for older persons call. His conviction from his 93 years old father experience, whose house – a not descent one - he always lived in with his son, now, is badly treated in a retirement house, "assisted with full medical supports that operates presumably in the limits of the healthcare system, for a very old approaching to end of life". Is the logic of production model on volumes responsible? (BIRD)

"His father in a wheel-chair receives one visit per month from his son, when the payment of "RSA" (Revenue Solidarity Active) is made to pay the trip. An equivalent of €400 per month *(€500 less €100, which are withdrawn because he is not paying father house rental)*. He is spending the full "RSA" earning, to visit his old father in south of France, as an outcome, himself has no money to live. (He has never work!)

b) **Right effectiveness:** Such case is not isolated, from BIRD (viewpoints, facts), participation in "CAF" meeting ("Caisses des Allocations Familiales", Paris Protestant University). CAF director reported -before retiring- "over 60% of the solidarity beneficiaries - often where aged persons, are not able to claim old age pensions, because of technology "hassles" (E-administration, documents, tradition...).

c) **The other parts of the document are comparing between France and Nepal:** "Similarly to Mr. X's contexts of precarious life, with equivalent activities for aged persons presented by Mr Gopal Y and Mrs Sita Z are Facebook friends living in Nepal (respectively in Argharkan, 3 days from the capital city, by bus and Katmandu), for benchmarking sustainable development”.

b) **Right effectiveness:** Such case is not isolated, from BIRD (viewpoints, facts), participation in "CAF" meeting ("Caisses des Allocations Familiales", Paris Protestant University). CAF director reported -before retiring- "over 60% of the solidarity beneficiaries - often where aged persons, are not able to claim old age pensions, because of technology "hassles" (E-administration, documents, tradition...).

c) **The other parts of the document are comparing between France and Nepal:** "Similarly to Mr. X’s contexts of precarious life, with equivalent activities for aged persons presented by Mr Gopal Y and Mrs Sita Z are Facebook friends living in Nepal (respectively in Argharkan, 3 days from the capital city, by bus and Katmandu), for benchmarking sustainable development”.

d) We recalled "memories" of CSO in Paris: Missionary of Charity, which "congregation -and multinational- was founded by Saint Theresa of Calcutta". "It is a meeting for daily encounters with: Migrants, “paperless persons” and older French citizens, which small lump sums are lowering the pension funds, which are insufficient to live in full autonomy, in their houses".

**Shapes:** prayers (5 minutes) in organization, annual seminar (a week), Breakfast meetings around political, economic, social issues, Technology training (website construction, information and education, review, seminar

e) **Ultimate,** many thanks to **France Strategy** (governmental approved national institution) for management & coordination with ministers for debates, explanations and challenging ideas.

e) Myself, **BIRD CEO**, close to legal retirement with a message on positive risk management social media & ground researches in SDG.